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NEW ITEMS JUNE 2014
THE WIKING CITY LIVES

0800 10 Taxi - Audi 80

1110 01 WIKING building cut-out sheet (grooved and punched) 0682 02 Cement mixer (Magirus Saturn)

0601 26 Fire service - MB Sprinter Bus

T
he historical WIKING world 
comes to life – the building cut-
out sheet of the 1950s matching 

the street map reprint does the trick! In 
only a very short construction time, a 
stylized WIKING city of those years 
comes into being, making an ideal 
backdrop for the historical models. And 
more new classic products as well as an 
exclusive range of accessories help you 
to design the street scenery just like it 

was back then. Included in this are the 
Mercedes-Benz Pullman car transpor-
ter with ramp as well as the Henschel
HS 100 tanker of the “Gasolin”
brand legend. But also harmonically 
joining the group are the Magirus 
Saturn cement mixer in authentic two-
tone drum version and the l atbed truck 
with MAN “Pausbacke“ tractor. In 
addition, two young-timer innovations 
make their debut in the range with the 

Audi 80 taxi and the VW T3 crew cab 
transporting a wheelbarrow in the back. 
The same goes for the Mercedes-Benz 
Sprinter, which celebrates its premiere
as a van for the i re service crew.
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0781 01 Tanker (Henschel HS 100)

0580 49 Car transporter (MB Pullman)

0514 02 Flatbed truck (MAN “Pausbacke“)

0695 05 Army - Unimog U 1300 L0293 03 Community services - VW T3 crew cab
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MODEL UPGRADES JUNE 2014
OPERATION BY FIRE SERVICE

T
he focus of the WIKING model 

upgrading is on two absolutely 

up-to-date 1:87 large ire trucks. 
The irst in the range is the Metz B32 
heavy-duty rescue platform on the 

chassis of the Mercedes-Benz Econic 

in the design of the „Straelen“ ire ser-
vice and the Rosenbauer Panther 6x6, 

whose model is the ire truck deployed 
at the Braunschweig-Wolfsburg Air-

port. For N-gauge model train fans, the 

Rosenbauer RLFA 2000 AT is making 

its appearance in the model range. The 

Claas Rollant round baler, the Lemken 

EurOpal7 plow as well as the Joskin 

feed transporter return as upgraded 

models and augment the tractor range. 

The most popular WIKING classics 

make a return: The Krupp Titan latbed 
truck stands at the top of the list, in the 

colors of the „Rheinisch-Westfälischer  

Frachten-Kontor“; the Mercedes-Benz 

220 pontoon and the VW Beetle 1200 

in typical Lufthansa colors return 

to the model range as well. The  

Citroën ID 19 is reminiscent of the 

„Gendarmerie Nationale“, while the 

Fendt Farmer 2 stands for an agri- 

cultural era of long ago.
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0378 02 Lemken EurOpal7 plow

0864 33 Gendarmerie - Citroën ID 19 0030 02 VW Beetle 1200 0140 01 MB 220

0899 04 Fendt Farmer 2

0384 03 Claas Rollant 350 RC round baler 

0388 13 Joskin feed transporter

0963 03 Fire service - Rosenbauer RLFA 2000 AT    
N-gauge 1:160 

0480 03 Flatbed truck (Krupp Titan)

0628 47 Fire service - Metz B32 heavy-duty rescue platform (MB Econic) 0626 05 Fire service - Rosenbauer  FLF Panther 6x6  


